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Chapter/Lesson 

During the 1st semester we studied topics such as basic Communication: Hello, how 

are you?; I speak Russian very well; Sorry, I don't understand and What does it mean? 

Moreover, students learnt Russian alphabet (Cyrillic alphabet) and they can read in 

Russian. 

Students also know the basic grammar such as the verb "to be" in present; The three 

genders; Personal pronouns: third person; Verb conjugation: present tense with verbs 

from the dialogs (to speak, to know, to understand, to mean); How to say "you" in 

Russian; The articles in Russian and How to say "it" in Russian; Numbers from 1-10. 

Recommendation 1 

I would recommend getting acquainted with the cultural differences between the 

countries of Russia and Taiwan. Also get acquainted with the main cities of Russia 

and plunge a little into the rich history of Russia. 

All this can be done by the example of parsing texts and dialogues about travel, 

sports,history, education in Russia, etc. 

Recommendation 2 

During the lessons, students can be invited to break up into groups of 2-3 people to 

practice speaking. After practicing spoken language, groups will present their dialogs 

to the teacher, and the rest of the students can listen to dialogues based on previously 

learned words and practice conjugation of verbs and adjectives. 

Recommendation 3 

Students are not allowed to use online translator APPs during the lesson and practice 

speaking. This will be done so that students copy the speech and intonation of the 

teacher of the Russian language and so that students use the knowledge of grammar 

and learned words based on the curriculum. 

Remark 

Russian language knowledge base will make it easier for students to understand 

Russian speech by ear, read and study the grammar of the Russian language. 

 


